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A CREATIVE FOUNDATION
“I’m not into residencies in general. You have all these obscure
residencies in Germany or Norway—I’m like, ‘No way,’” the
Vietnam-born, Berlin-based artist Danh Vo said recently
over a café crème in Montmartre. “But here in Paris there are
a lot of things I like.” The current artist-in-residence at the
Kadist Art Foundation, Vo concludes his five-month stay in
May with an exhibition at the organization’s Paris space that
will continue the exploration of authorship, ownership, and
appropriation he has pursued over the last decade, often
through the lens of personal history—including his family’s
escape from Vietnam in 1975 and their subsequent status
as refugees, then Danish citizens.
While in Paris, Vo has been pursuing several lines of research
that will inform other upcoming projects, including a solo show
at Kunsthalle Basel in June. “Paris is really good because, as a
colonial power, they kept so many things,” Vo explains. “A lot
of countries’ knowledge is based on French excavation.” He’s
been captivated by the Paris-based Vietnamese filmmaker Lam
Le, relics on display at the Society of Foreign Missions of Paris
that show the brutality of Vietnam, and the original chandeliers
of the Hotel Majestic, a luxury hotel off the Champs Elysées
which served as Germany’s military headquarters in occupied
France and was later the site of the agreement for U.S. troop

withdrawal from Vietnam in 1973.
Kadist first connected with Vo when it acquired his 2007 installation Good Life, which cataloged photos of young Vietnamese
men taken by an American serviceman during the war. Vo’s
practice of social and institutional critique fits well within Kadist’s
international program. Since opening its doors in October 2006
with a show by Cuban artist Wilfredo Prieto, Kadist has built a
collection and program of residencies and exhibitions with the
objective to support contemporary art production. The foundation’s structure is designed to offer artists and curators a platform
outside of the commercial gallery system and weighty French
institutions. Kadist also benefits from its position within an
anonymous family-run organization that also manages the Tsadik
Foundation, a humanitarian initiative. Kadist recently opened
a residency program in San Francisco, and by 2010, Kadist
curator Sandra Terdjman sees the two organizations becoming
more intertwined, with activist artists potentially collaborating
with NGOs. “The international aspect is often missing in Paris,
and France in general,” Terdjman says. “But we see Kadist as
part of a moment when Paris is finally opening up a bit.” It’s a
shift that should help bring more socially minded artists, like
Vo, to the City of Lights. LILLIAN DAVIES
Good Life, 2007, courtesy kadist art foundation
WWW.KADIST.ORG

FAIR GAME
With Forbes estimating that the world’s billionaires lost nearly half their wealth between March of 2008 and March of
2009, the art collector may soon become an endangered species and the proliferation of international art fairs could
come to an end. But in a counter-cyclical move, Art HK, a newcomer to the contemporary art fair circuit, is opening its
second, larger edition this May in Hong Kong. Benefiting from a relative lack of competition from the Chinese mainland,
the event kicked off in 2008 with an impressive roster of galleries and strong sales. Despite the global financial meltdown, heavyweights like White Cube, Gagosian, and Lisson have joined the eclectic list of exhibitors, which includes
both international A-listers and local dealers. “It is still a very young market,” says fair director Magnus Renfrew, who
wants to make Art HK “the big fair for Asia.” It could work: Hong Kong is well situated geographically and the economic
crisis is pushing galleries to broaden their base of collectors. As Renfrew says, “Over the last eighteen months, the idea
of looking at Asia to expand one’s horizons has become much more accepted.” SIMON CASTETS
LIU WEI, PURPLE AIR, 2006, COURTESY BOERS LI GALLERY; WWW.HONGKONGARTFAIR.COM

GET TOGETHER
Increasingly, curators have been looking for the sublime
in vernacular forms of expression, a welcome departure
from the big productions of contemporary art. One year
after Jeremy Deller brought his “Folk Archive” project,
a collection of objects and ephemera relating to official
British celebrations, to the Main Hall of Paris’s Palais de
Tokyo, he’s back, along with ten other artists, for “Parades
and Processions: Here Comes Everybody,” a show at
London’s Parasol Unit that explores ceremonial gatherings.
Artists such as Francis Alÿs, Thomas Hirschhorn, and Amy
O’Neill examine the visual vocabulary of parades and their
cultural underpinnings, from religion to politics, in videos,
installations, and sculptures. Expect proud floats, colorful
banners, and flags by the cartload. SIMON CASTETS
AMY O’NEILL, GHOST FLOAT, 2004, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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AND LE CONSORTIUM; WWW.PARASOL-UNIT.ORG
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